
Swim Center Opinion of Probable Cost & Comparison to Other Natatorium Projects 
 
Natatoriums are unique facilities often built to meet the unique needs of their community.  As an 
example, some may include space and conditions for community use and are not built just for 
internal district swim or diving programs. Seating capacity, deck and plaza spaces are often other 
significant variance based on existing or planned programming increases in the future and growth 
of the district or community. This only begins to “scratch the surface” of variances among 
swimming facilities in this area and across the state.  
 
Districts often report the construction budget for a project, which includes only the estimated 
cost of general construction, the contractor’s general conditions (known as overhead and profit), 
and contractor and owner contingencies. Budget at this stage of the planning process is set 
without a site, scope, schedule, or design standards being determined. GCISD is in this phase as 
FIRST members review projects. All projects are essentially in this phase of the planning. 
 
What these reported budgets don’t include are things like: site acquisition, site improvements and 
off-site improvements, soft costs and escalation of the project. Soft costs include things like: 
professional services (architecture and engineering), construction management and oversight, 
compliance reviews (ADA and others), materials testing, building and system commissioning, 
testing and air balancing of HVAC, permitting fees, packing, moving and storage, etc. Escalation 
is the amount needed to cover anticipated increases in costs because the project is to be designed 
and constructed several years in the future. Additionally, when comparing facilities one has to 
look at the size, scope and amenities. As mentioned before, each will be different because 
districts have varying technical standards (quality and product standards) for construction. 
Programming differences also might include the fact that HVAC is built for the size of dressing 
areas and seating, the pool guttering and filtration system are all dependents on they amount of 
participants and use, seating is based on the amount of spectators anticipated, etc. Land also may 
be required or a property site may require significant engineering to address site improvements 
(possibly grading, drainage or other compliance issues.) Many of these items will vary by district 
and, more importantly, sometimes their costs are reported separately.  
 
Obviously, the final cost of the project is different from the original budget. All of this leads to a 
lot of deciphering to get to the actual cost of a project.  
 
The construction industry in this area of Texas has been and continues to experience a lot of 
work. Costs for materials, laborers and professional services continue to rise. This requires 
budgeting projects in a manner that assures they can be completed in the future without the 
concern that the project will have to be downgraded or even worse not constructed at all because 
the budget wasn’t sufficient.  
 
Below we show basic construction budget information for natatorium projects that our 
architecture firm was able to obtain.  
 
Garland New Natatorium 
Currently in design (2015) with Huckabee (Bond Program approved 2014) 
Area: 61,442 square feet 
Budget for Construction: $396/SF or $24,331,902 [add same soft costs and escalation to 
compare] 
 
 
 



Lewisville 
Built in 2012; Not a Huckabee project 
Area: 55,900 square feet 
Construction Cost at Bid but not the final cost: $332/SF or $18,533,000 
 
Rockwall 
Built in 2009 
Area: 43,000 square feet 
Budget for Construction: $368/SF or $15,862,836 
 
GCISD Proposed Project 
Assumes May 2016 election and construction in late 2019 
Area: 60,000 square feet 
Budget for Construction: $484/SF or $29,033,400 (@$396/SF = $23,786,400) 
 
Estimated Soft Costs: $13,990,914 (@above = $11,462,436) 
Escalation for 3-years $12,417,573 (@above = 9,631,779) 
Total Project Cost: $55,41,887 (@above = $44,880,615) 
 
In regard to the consideration that FIRST members have given to the request to construct a 
second swim center, the FIRST members are also aware that the district is not in a position to add 
facilities with a significant operating expense (utilities and personnel). This is because, as a Robin 
Hood district, GCISD’s operating budget is capped and already operating with a deficit under 
current school funding law and conditions. An additional facility of this type adds a significant 
expense to the district’s operating budget.  
	  


